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New lifecycle services platform tested in successful pilot
project with Gerdau
 Digital lifecycle services platform m.space connects steel producers with Primetals

Technologies’ experts
 Successful pilot project with Brazilian steel producer Gerdau – all service requests resolved
 Interactive app for hands-on equipment-related troubleshooting, guided digital support, and

consulting

Primetals Technologies recently completed a pilot project together with Brazilian steel producer Gerdau.
The pilot project was executed at Gerdau’s plant in Ouro Branco, Brazil, together with Gerdau’s local
maintenance team. Focused on Gerdau’s slab caster, the project gave the steel producer the opportunity
to both access technical information about its spare parts, and create service requests online via
m.space.

m.space is a comprehensive digital platform that offers an easy and fast way for steel producers to
connect with the right experts at Primetals Technologies when having any kind of service-related request
or question. The inquiry could be related to spare parts, plant documentation, and remote live support for
mechanical as well as electrics and automation issues.

Resolving requests remotely

“The m.space platform offers a new interface between the customer and Primetals Technologies. It is a
unique solution, and this portal might well be widely used by Gerdau entities all over the Americas,” says
Euder Melo, Caster Maintenance Specialist at Gerdau’s Ouro Branco site.

The requests were, for example, about remote inspection of caster rolls, analysis of the data generated
by the ladle turret’s condition monitoring system, or automation support for Primetals Technologies’
technological packages such as Dynawidth, Dynaflex, the ASTC system, and Strand Checker.

The requests were technology-specific and required a high level of expertise. In addition to solving the
requests, Primetals Technologies provided Gerdau with additional insights thanks to its expertise in the
wider maintenance area and via the use of historical troubleshooting data from m.space.
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Guided digital support

Traditionally, maintenance issues often needed to be addressed by a field service engineer on-site.
However, recent technology developments make it possible for Primetals Technologies’ experts to
digitally assist steel producers. In that way, maintenance issues are solved faster and at lower cost as
there is no accumulation of travel expenses.

Experts from Primetals Technologies will support the steel producer’s in-house service technicians from
initial troubleshooting to the successful implementation of a solution. With the help of smart glasses and
a mobile phone or a tablet, the team from Primetals Technologies consistently stays in dialogue with the
technicians on site.

With a history spanning 121 years, Gerdau is Brazil’s largest steel producer, one of the leading
manufacturers of long steels in the Americas, and one of the world’s most prominent producers of
special steels. Gerdau has operations in nine countries and serves the agricultural, automotive,
construction, distribution, energy, industrial, and mining markets.

Euder Melo, Caster Maintenance Specialist at Gerdau’s Ouro Branco site, is wearing smart glasses that
can be used to receive digital guided support from Primetals Technologies.

This press release and a press picture are available at www.primetals.com/press/
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Primetals Technologies, Limited, headquartered in London, United Kingdom, is a pioneer and world leader in the fields of engineering, plant

building, and the provision of lifecycle services for the metals industry. The company offers a complete technology, product, and services

portfolio that includes integrated electrics and automation, digitalization, and environmental solutions. This covers every step of the iron and

steel production chain—from the raw materials to the finished product—and includes the latest rolling solutions for the nonferrous metals sector.

Primetals Technologies is a joint venture of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and partners, with around 7,000 employees worldwide. To learn more

about Primetals Technologies, visit the company website www.primetals.com.


